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In Canada we are indeed foa°tunate in our neigh-
bourhood . We have a warmmhearted neighbour . This your
people have shown us over the years . There are count- .
less bodies in this country in which ➢ though your
invitations, Canadians share membership with their
,American friends o We are not unmindful of what we owe "
to your great 'üniversities and foundations . Let me
say, too, that we are ever conscious of the warmth of
the hospitality we receive when we are your guests .

We have a powerful .neighbour . Your massive strength,
economic and military9 excites a sense of wondér at its
magnitudeo The dedication of this power to the cause of
freedom evokes the gratitude of a1l who love freedom ;
everywhere . Your Canadian neighbours know .that when you .
assumed the grave responsibilities you bear today, i t
was not of your choosing o And for that you have done, ."
we honour you o

We have a friendly neighboure There is4 no iéed to
enlarge on the traditions of neighbourly good sense which
for so long have marked our relations . We can only hope
that they may be reflected elsewhere in this troubled world .

We are happy to think that we_know you well . Count-
less Canadians have personal friends on this side of the
border . Many of us have relatives here . It is, of course,
natural that a small community should know more of a
larger neighbour than that neighbour knows of it . We are
getting to know each other better as the years pass . We
welcome your visits to uso Often your objective may be
the river or the forest9 and we are happy to offer you
a playgroundo But perhaps you will let me say that we
would not have our visitors show too strong a preference
for those parts of Canada which are not yet inhabited by
Canadians~ We should like you to know our people - what
they do and how they do it, I would not, of course ,
suggest that you are aware of what is going on in Canada
in the field of engineering and industry . Much of our
development in these spheres, I need not say, is a
result of your confidence in our future, Nowhere has
our recent growth met with warmer acclaim than in this
country. It is true that quite extraordinary things have
happened of late in Canada, but we prefer sober adjectives
with which to describe themo Our expansion has bee n
rapid, but it is steady and it is built on sound realities .
It is based on the character of our people and on the
quality of our national life . It is based on a hardihood
and spirit of adventure as remarkable as that shown
by our first explorerss on the disciplined intellect of
our men of science seeking out new horizons and knowledge
and usefulness ; on the devotion of our legislators working
to fulfil the conscious vision of the Fathers of ou r
Confederation who almost a hundred years ago came together
to found a new nation . We believe that the Canada of
today is not unworthy of inspection . I invite you t o
come and see us .

I have talked about ourselves as your neighbours .
I have said littl.e about ourselves as your partners . You
and we work together in the international community, Along
with kinsmen and friends across the seas, we are allie s
in defence of the things we value . And, if I may say so,
I think that we in Canaday like yo~, have given proof that
those values must be actively and zealously defended . In


